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RQ 1
We are interested in the ratio of students who carry the backpack in a totally correct way. This entails 
ensuring that the backpack wt is no more than 10% of the body wt, worn with two straps and has an 
appropriate back position. In order to assess this, we need a variable product … specifically we want to 
see student observations for which the WTFR = 5 (proportion of wt < 10%), STR = 2 and WORN = 2 
(correct position = yes).  The product of these numbers is 20.  From the R output above, we see that 33 
of the 125 observations resulted in a value of 20. 

1. H:  = .5, K:  < .5,  = .05
2. Conditions met: n = n(1-) = 62.5 > 10, population ≈ 1800 > 10n = 1250.

X2 ~ 2 (1)
3. X2 = 26.912
4. P ≈ .0000001
5. Reject H.  Based on the data we can conclude that the proportion of C-N students correctly 
wearing backpacks (of those wearing backpacks) is less than half.

Conditions for CI met:  successes = 33 > 10, failures = 92 > 10, population ≈ 1800 > 10n = 1250.
CI.95 = (0, .34)



RQ 2
We are interested in the ratio of students who carry the backpack with backpack wt no more than 10% 
of the body wt. This is effectively a subset question of RQ1. We are seeking student observations in 
which the WTFR = 5 (proportion of wt < 10%).  From the R output above, we see that 95 of the 125 
observations resulted in a WTFR value of 5. 

1. H:  = .5, K:  < .5,  = .05
2. Conditions met: n = n(1-) = 62.5 > 10, population ≈ 1800 > 10n = 1250.

X2 ~ 2 (1)
3. X2 = 32.768
4. P ≈ 1
5. Fail to reject H.  Based on the data we cannot conclude that the proportion of C-N students 
wearing appropriately weighted backpacks (of those wearing backpacks) is less than half.  In fact, the 
true proportion is quite likely well over half (p = .76).

Conditions for CI met:  successes = 95 > 10, failures = 30 > 10, population ≈ 1800 > 10n = 1250.
CI.95 = (0, .82)

RQ3
Here, we are interested in the proportion of students reporting back pain after carrying the backpack. 
We are seeking student observations in which the variable AFTER = 2 (PPP - post pack pain ).  From 
the R output above, we see that only 48 of the 125 observations resulted in an AFTER value of 2. 



RQ3 (cont)
1. H:  = .5, K:  > .5,  = .05
2. Conditions met: n = n(1-) = 62.5 > 10, population ≈ 1800 > 10n = 1250.

X2 ~ 2 (1)
3. X2 = 6.272
4. P ≈ .9939
5. Fail to reject H.  Based on the data we cannot conclude that the proportion of C-N students 
wearing experiencing pain after wearing backpacks (of those wearing backpacks) is more than half.  In 
fact, the true proportion is quite likely well under half (p = .384).

Conditions for CI met:  successes = 48 > 10, failures = 77 > 10, population ≈ 1800 > 10n = 1250.
CI.95 = (.31, 1)

RQ4
Here we are concerned with relationships, and as such, we wish to find those that exist between various 
demographic factors and the proper weight and/or carriage of the backpack.  We'll begin by looking at 
back pain (AFTER) as it relates to backpack wt ratio (WTFR).  In the output below, the matrix 
necessary for the Chi Square test for independence has the problem of too few observations in the last 
two categories for those who have pain. So we'll lump those observations into the second category 
making a 2 x 2 matrix (which will meet the Chi Square distribution conditions).

Now the test can be performed.
1. H: variables AFTER and WTFR are independent, K: not H,  = .05
2. Conditions met: All expected matrix values > 5, sampling is independent.

X2 ~ 2 (1)
3. X2 = 11.8075
4. P ≈ .0006
5. Reject H.  Based on the data we conclude that C-N students experiencing pain after wearing 
backpacks does appear to be related to excessive backpack weight.



RQ5
We'll continue by looking at back pain (AFTER) as it relates to correct carriage of the backpack 
(wearpr).  In the output below, the matrix necessary for the Chi Square test for independence has the 
problem of too few observations in the last two categories for those who have pain. Once again we'll 
lump those observations into a 2 x 2 matrix (basically improper vs proper wear; this will meet the Chi 
Square distribution conditions).

Now the test can be performed.
1. H: variables AFTER and wearpr are independent, K: not H,  = .05
2. Conditions met: All expected matrix values > 5, sampling is independent.

X2 ~ 2 (1)
3. X2 = 3.03
4. P ≈ .08
5. Fail to Reject H.  Based on the data we cannot conclude that C-N students experiencing pain 
after wearing backpacks does not 
appear to be related to proper wear of 
the backpack (although there is 
mildly significant evidence to the 
contrary).

RQ6
For question 6 we want to investigate 
the relationship student stress 
(STRS) and backpack weight (WT). 
In this case, we perform a simple 
linear regression for the test and then 
check the conditions for the F 
distribution afterward.  Here is the 
intial plot of both variables from R.



We suspect that STRS is a function of WT in this case, hence the order of the plot and the test.

Now the test can be performed.
1. H: No linear relationship between WT and STRS, K: not H,  = .05
2. Conditions met: See below.

W ~ F (1, 123)
3. W = 11.264
4. P ≈ .001
5. Reject H.  Based on the data we can 
conclude that C-N students very likely experience 
stress in linear relation to the weights of their 
backpack.  Our guess is that the weight is related 
to the number of hours being carried … which is 
really the root cause of the stress.

A view of the residuals in conjunction with the 
“independent” variable reveals a nice rectangular 
shape for meeting the homogeneity of variance 
assumptions for an F distribution. The ensuing 
boxplot shows a nice normal distribution of the 
same residuals indicating that we have met the 
normality conditions for an F distribution in step 
2 of the hypothesis test.



RQ7
We'll continue by looking at backpack weight (WT) and its 
relationship to the carrying of ebooks (EB) by performing a 
two sample t test. In the output below, the matrix necessary 
for the Chi Square test for independence has the problem of 
too few observations in the last two categories for those who 
have pain. Once again we'll lump those observations into a 2 x 
2 matrix (basically improper vs proper wear; this will meet the 
Chi Square distribution conditions).

Now the test can be performed.
1. H: backpack wt will not differ by the use of ebooks 
(EB), K: ebook usage will result in lower backpack wt (WT), 
 = .05
2. Conditions met:  Independent samples, both samples 
with slightly right skewed distributions (see parallel boxplots 
at right), both sample sizes > 30.

t = (Xebmean – Xtbmean )/SE ~ t(55.023)
3. t = -1.68
4. P ≈ .0498
5. Reject H.  Based on the data we can conclude that C-N 
students using ebooks likely have lower backpack weight.

Conditions for CI met:  see step 2 above. 
CI.95 = (-infi, -.002)lb


